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have some bad news for folks who were hoping to get another Halo game out of the deal. In an
interview with OXM, Rick Tyler, Chief Operations Officer for 343 Industries/Microsoft stated that the
Switch was not a part of Microsoft's strategy for the game. It looks like you'll have to be an Xbox-
head to play Halo: Infinite. "No, that’s not something that we have kind of been planned on," said
Tyler. "It’s something that we’ve got to do and we’ve got to get done. It’s just super-competitive
right now and we have to get that out there." It looks like it's Halo 2 that's the target for the Switch.
As much as I love the Switch, I think they should have made a joke out of Halo: Infinite, "Unreleased
Halo - Coming to the Switch" (like how Microsoft is doing with the Nintendo Directs). Tyler states
that the Switch version is "relatively inexpensive" so that it's "more of a serious business investment
than it is a consumer item." Do you think that the Switch will be supporting the multiplayer aspects
of the game? As we mentioned, Halo: Infinite is happening on the Xbox One first, but we don't know
if it will hit any other platforms afterwards. "Certainly the ambitions of the Switch version of Halo
are different than the ones that we’ve had for the PC or the PlayStation 4 version," he added. "We’re
not going to be as ambitious on that side of it." "There’s very few games that I will be able to play
with my 10-year-old son on," Tyler continues. "Halo has been one of them." "He plays Halo online,
and being able to share this Halo game with my son, with people he’s playing with online on Xbox, is
really something special. It’s one of those things that is unique to Halo and the franchises." It's the
"Halo Moment" he mentions and we need the Switch version to get one.Q: How to save password for
firebase auth in android? I am using firebase for my android app. Authentication working fine. But I
don't know how to save the password for the app as
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